Doctors Nymphomaniac Nurses: The Erotic Examinations of Susanna

Gillians hand vanished down the front and
pressed firmly onto his... Susanna could
hardly believe the two of them were daring
such blatant petting in front of God and
everyone. She didnt know whether to look
away or not. None of the others in the
crowded hallway seemed to notice. The
girl wanted to turn her head and not see
Gillians fingers tightening around the
mans... The girl heard Gillians voice echo
down a deserted hall. This one is empty,
Fred. Lets use it. He laughed and pinched
her ass. Susanna jumped for the other
woman. She had never had a boy pinch her
butt. She had never allowed one to get that
close to her. But she still felt a sympathetic
reaction. The girl saw a slight flush rise up
on Gillians cheeks and knew she was
getting hot. Gillian has one goal in training
the young Susanna as a hospital nurse, and
that is to indoctrinate her into the wanton
ways of the flesh those in the medical
profession have an in-depth knowledge of.
And our naive and unskilled trainee soon
rises to the task as she learns to administer
her own method of medical relief with a
bedside manner wholly alluring and
excessively lewd. But will she pass the
Doctors intimate examination and will her
patients fully appreciate her deft touch...
yes, and yes. This sumptuously graphic
tale of wardroom liberties and unrestrained
abandon will have all thoroughly satisfied.
Doing the rounds, front and back, and
every procedure and position in between,
Susanna is about to brighten up everyones
hospital stay. Deliciously naughty!
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